The Law of Honor


Honor Is Very Important To God.

Malachi 1:6

God Asked “Where Is My Honor?”
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Brings a Satisfying Life, Blessings to Your Children, Opens Riches and Wisdom, Promotes You, Upholds You, Strengthens You, Can Bring Family Restoration, Promises an Open Heaven, and Defeats Your Enemies!
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Honor Is A Foundation Stone Of Everything In God’s Kingdom.

Honor Is Not Optional:

It Is Deserved, Expected, And Demanded.
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What Is Honor?

A Showing Of Merited Respect.

Recognition!

A Person Of Superior Standing.

One Whose Worth Brings Respect Or Fame.
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Honor Is Respect And Esteem Demonstrated By Gifts In Recognition Of Identity And Value.
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There Are Seven Keys To Understanding Honor.
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1. Respect Only Becomes Honor When Action Is Taken.


3. Honor Should Be Given To Only Those Who Are Worthy Of It.
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5. It is impossible to truly honor anyone until you recognize who and what they are.

6. You cannot honor God or anyone else if you do not see value in the person being honored.

7. When someone who is deserving of honor receives it, they will always return honor to the one from which it was received. This truth opens up endless possibilities in God’s Kingdom.
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There Are Six Ways Honor Can Be Lost Or Discarded.
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1. Honor Is Lost When You Join Yourself To Dishonorable People.
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3. Honor Is Lost When You Are Seduced By Sin.
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4. Honor Is Lost When You Choose To Be A Fool.
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5. Honor Is Lost When You Do Not Have The Discipline To Rule Over Its Benefits And Blessings.
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6. Honor Is Lost When It Is Mixed With Foolishness And Treated Lightly.
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There Are 31 Sources Of Honor And Dishonor.

Doing The Right Thing For The Wrong Motive Will Bring Dishonor To Your Life.
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When You Try To Establish Yourself In A Position God Has Not Appointed, He Will Remove You From A Position That He Has Appointed.
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1. Honor is Produced by Honoring God.
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2. Honor is Produced by Benefiting Others.

Dishonor is Produced by Using Others to Benefit You.
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3. Honor is Produced by Allowing God to Establish Your Position and Authority.

Dishonor is produced by Trying to Establish Your Own Position and Authority.
4. Honor is Produced by Enduring attack.

Dishonor is Produced by Surrendering.
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5. Honor is Produced by Defending Those in Authority.

Dishonor is Produced by Manipulating Those in Authority.
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6. Honor is Produced by Loving God’s House.

Dishonor is Produced by Trivializing God’s House.
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7. Honor is Produced by Recognizing and Appreciating Honor.

Dishonor is Produced by Not Recognizing and Appreciating Honor.
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8. Honor is Produced by Loving God.

Dishonor is Produced by Not Loving Him.
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9. Honor is Produced by Knowing God.

Dishonor is Produced by Not Knowing God.
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10. Honor is produced by Giving to the Poor.

Dishonor is Produced by Ignoring Their Situation.
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11. Honor is Produced by Seeking Wisdom.

Dishonor is Produced by Willing Ignorance.
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12. Honor is Produced by Graciousness.

Dishonor is Produced by Rudeness.
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13. Honor is Produced by Humility.
Dishonor is Produced by Pride.
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14. Honor is Produced by Staying Out of Unnecessary Strife.

Dishonor is Produced by Meddling and Creating Dissension.
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15. Honor is Produced by Pursuing Righteousness.

Dishonor is Produced by Pursuing Unrighteousness.
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16. Honor is Produced by Pursuing Mercy.

Dishonor is Produced by Pursuing Judgment.
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17. Honor is Produced by Refusing the False Honor of Men and Seeking the True Honor Coming From God.
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18. Honor is Produced by Honoring Your Father and Mother.

Dishonor is Produced by Failing to Honor Your father and Mother.
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19. Honor is Produced by Refusing to Honor Yourself.

Dishonor is Produced by Self Aggrandizement and Self Honor.
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20. Honor is Produced by Serving Christ.
Dishonor is Produced by Using Christ to Serve You.
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21. Honor is Produced by Perseverance.

Dishonor is Produced by Quitting Under Pressure.
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22. Honor is Produced by Good Works.

Dishonor is Produced by Laziness.
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23. Honor is Produced When We Honor Each Other.

Dishonor is Produced When We Take Each Other for Granted.
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24. Honor is Produced by Honoring the Less Attractive and Talented.

Dishonor is Produced by Ignoring and Shaming Them.
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25. Honor is Produced by Seeking Cleansing.

Dishonor is Produced by Careless and Unrepentant Living.
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26. Honor is Produced by Being Good Stewards.

Dishonor is Produced by Not Having Proper Oversight of What God Has Given Us.
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27. Honor is Produced When We Deal With Ourselves Honestly.

Dishonor is Produced When We Fail to Judge and Correct Ourselves.
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28. Honor is Produced When Your Faith is Tested by Trials.

Dishonor is Produced When You Fail the Test.
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29. Honor is Produced by Honoring Your Marriage Partner.

Dishonor is Produced When You Treat Them With Disrespect.
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30. Honor is Produced by Honoring and Obeying Spiritual Leaders. Dishonor is Produced by Disrespecting Them.
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31. Honor is Produced When We Respect God’s Ways.

Dishonor is Produced When we have No Respect for the Way He wants Things Done.
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Ask The Holy Spirit to cause these Principles to Become a Habit in Your Life.

The Benefits of Honor are Priceless!
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Dishonor Will Cause God To Remove Honor That Was Given and Replace It With A Terrible Curse.
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Honor Qualifies You For Addition.

Dishonor Qualifies You For Subtraction.
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Every Act Of Dishonor Removes Value And Significance From Your Life.
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We Can Not Expect The Blessings Of Honor Without Fearing The Curse Of Dishonor.
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There Are Twenty Consequences Of Dishonor.
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Dishonor Is The Womb Where Every Sin Is Conceived, Developed and Given Birth.
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1. Shame

Genesis 3:7
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When God Gives Us A Restriction It Is Not To Keep Us from Pleasure But From Shame.
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2. Broken Relationship With God.

Genesis 3:8
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3. Fear

Genesis 3:10
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4. Sorrow

Genesis 3:16-17
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God Has Created Us For Joy.

Dishonor Short Circuits That Creative Plan.
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5. Labor And Frustration

Genesis 3:18-19
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Dishonor Produces An Overloaded Life Leaving You Worn Out To The Point Of Exhaustion.
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6. A Loss Of Wealth And Prosperity.

Genesis 3:23
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7. A Shortened Life.

1 Samuel 2:31
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8. Enemies Will Be Allowed To Occupy What Belongs To You.

1 Samuel 2:32
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The Old Testament Stories Are Given To Us As An Example Of New Testament Principles To Show Us How To Embrace Honor And Reject Dishonor.
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9. Humiliation

1 Samuel 2:36

Daniel 4:30-33
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10. Disqualified For Divine Encouragement.

Malachi 1:9
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11. Incapable Of Pleasing God.

Malachi 1:10
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12. God Will Accept No Offering From The Dishonorable.

Malachi 1:10
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The Law Of Reciprocity
Which States When I Give
There Will Be An
Increased Return To Me
Can Be Made Void By
Dishonor.
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13. Cursed By God As A Deceiver.

Malachi 1:14
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14. Blessings Already Received Will Be Cursed.

Malachi 2:2
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15. The Seed That Has Been Already Sown Will Not Bring A Harvest.

Malachi 2:3

Galatians 6:7 & 9
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Malachi 2:3
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17. A Third Curse.

Malachi 3:8-9
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18. Loss Of Position And Assignment.

Psalm 75:7
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Psalm 51:11
Judges 16:20
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Honor Attracts The Anointing Of The Holy Spirit.

Dishonor Causes Him To Withdraw.
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20. Loss Of Your Destiny.
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Regret And

Condemnation
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Acknowledgement

And Repentance